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Dudeney's round table problem asks for a set of Hamiltonian cycles in the 
complete graph K. with the property that every 2-path lies on exactly one of the 
cycles. In this paper, we construct a solution of the problem when n is any even 
number. © 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
l. INTRODUCTION 
In 1905 Dudeney [2, problem 2731 proposed the round table problem 
as follows: 
"Seat the same n persons at a round table on (n -  1 ) (n -  2)/2 occasions 
so that no person shall ever have the same two neighbours twice. This is, 
of course, equivalent to saying that every person must sit once, and only 
once, between every possible pair." 
The problem is equivalent to asking for a set  of Hamil ton cycles in the 
complete graph K, with the property that every 2-path (path of length two) 
lies on exactly one of the cycles. We call such a set of Hamil ton cycles 
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a Dudeney set in K,. For a Dudeney set 9 in K,, clearly 19[ = 
(n -  1 ) (n -  2)/2. 
A 1-factorization in K, is called a perfect 1-factorization if the union 
of any two of its 1-factors is a Hamilton cycle. If there exists a perfect 
1-factorization Y in K,,, putting 9= {FuF ' IF ,  F 'eN,  F#F '} ,  9 is a 
Dudeney set in Kn. 
A Dudeney set in K, has been constructed when n = p + 1, n = 2p (p is 
prime), n = p~ + 1 (p is prime and e is a natural number), n = p + 2 (p is 
prime and 2 is a generator of the multiplicative subgroup of GF(p)), n = 
pq + 1 (p and q are distinct odd primes), n = p~qf+ 1 (p and q are distinct 
odd primes satisfying p ~> 5 and q ~> 11, and e and f are natural numbers), 
and some sporadic cases: n = 11, 19, 23, 43 [1, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10]. It has been 
constructed when n = p~ + 1 (p is odd prime and e is a natural number) by 
two different methods [4, 10]. It is also known that if there is a Dudeney 
set in K~+~ then there is a Dudeney set in K2~, where n~>2 [3]. 
On the other hand, a family of Hamilton cycles in Kn such that every 
2-path lies on exactly two of the cycles has been constructed when n is even 
>0 [-7]. 
In this paper, we construct a Dudeney set in K, when n is even >0: 
1.1. THEOREM. The edges of K, can be covered by Hamilton cycles so 
that each 2-path occurs exactly once on some Hamilton cycle, where n is an 
even integer > O. 
To conclude the Introduction, it is necessary to mention a Dudeney set 
in Kn when n is odd. Although a Dudeney set for odd n is obtained for a 
few special cases stated above, the method used by the authors in this 
paper is applied only for even n. Thus, it remains to solve the construction 
of a Dudeney set when n is odd. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let n be any even number >0. When n = 2, ~b is a Dudeney set in K 2. 
So we assume n>~4. Put n=m+l  and r=(m-1) /2 .  Let Kn=(Vn,  En) 
be the complete graph on n vertices, where V n= {oo} u Zm= {oo} w 
{0, 1, 2, 3 ..... m - 1 } is the vertex set (Zm is the set of integers modulo m), 
and E, is the edge set. 
For any integer i, 0 ~< i ~< m - 1, we define a 1-factor 
Fi = {{~,  i}} u {{a, b} ~E,[a, b~ ~,  a+b-2 i  (mod m)}. 
Let cr= (oo)(0123 . - .m-  1) be a permutation on V,; then o- induces a per- 
mutation on En. We put X= <~>, a group generated by a. For a set of 
cycles ~ in Kn, we define a set of cycles Z:cg= {~'C[O<~t<~m- 1, C~C~}. 
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We denote by (A,) the following property for K,: 
(A~) There exist 1-factors GI, G2, ..., Gr in K, satisfying 
(1) FotoG~ is a Hamilton cycle in K, (l~<i~<r) and Z{FowG~t 
1 ~< i ~< r } is a Dudeney set in K,; and 
(2) (U7=1G~)r~ (U~-=a ( -G~))=¢,  where -G~= {{-a ,  -b}eE ,  I 
{a,b}sG} and -oo  = oo. 
2.1. THEOREM. For any odd prime p, Kp+ 1 satisfies (Ap+ 1). 
Proof 1-factors F,., 1 <~i<<.(p-1)/2, satisfy (1)and (2)in (Ap+l). | 
2.2. THEOREM. For any odd prime p and natural number e (>~2), Kpe+l 
satisfies (Ape + 1 )" 
Proof A Dudeney set constructed in [4] is a type S{Fo w Gil l  ~< i~< r}. 
It is trivial that 1-factors G1, G2 ..... G~ constructed in [4] satisfy (2) in 
(Ap~+ 1) because these are obtained by exchanging edges between F~ and 
F_~ and then exchanging edges among G~'s. | 
3. DEFINITION OF 1-FACTORS IN K n 
Let n be any even integer ~>4, and put n=m+l ,  r=(m-1) /2 ,  as 
before. If m is a prime power, there exists a Dudeney set in K,. So assume 
m is not a prime power. Then we can write m=mlm2, where (ml, m2) = 1 
and ml, m2 • 1. For l = 1, 2, we put nt = mt + 1, rl = (mr-  1)/2 and consider 
the complete graph Kn,=(V,,,Em), where Vnl={QOl}k-)Zml={OO1}k-) 
{0, 1, 2 ..... mr -  1 }. Vertices ( ¢oot) are considered modulo m t. 
Since (ml, m2) = 1, Zm is isomorphic to Zml x Z,, 2 as additive groups. So 
we represent 
V,= {00} w { ( a l ,  a 2 ) l a l E Z m , , a 2 ~ Z m ~ } .  
Let a l=(oot ) (012. . .m/ -1)  be a permutation on V.t, and Zu)=(cr l )  
(I= 1, 2). Then (r = (oo)(012.. .mr-  1) can be written as a= (al, ~r2) and it 
is trivial that S.~-2(1)xS.(2). For /=1,2 ,  we denote Fo in K,t by F(o t). 
Instead of Fo in K,, we write F(o,o): 
r(o.o) = {{oo, (0, 0 ) } }  w { { ( a , ,  a2), (bl,b2)}~E,,la,,b,=/=oo,, 
at+bt-O (mod mr) ( l= 1, 2)}. 
For l = 1, 2, we assume K~ satisfies (A,): Let G ]~), G(2 °, -.., --r~G (t) be 1-factors 
in K,, satisfying 
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(1) F~ot)uGl II is a Hamilton cycle in K,, 
S('){F~o° va GI°[1 ~< i<~rt} is a Dudeney set in K,~; and 
(2) (urt__, GI'))n(U~L1 (-Glt)))=q~. 
(l~<i~<rl) and 
Now, we put three index sets: I=  {i11 ~< i~< r l}  , J=  {j}l ~<j~< r2}, and 
J '=Jt_)- J .  We define 1-factors in K,~: G(2_~j=-G~ 2 (jeJ). And we 
denote by vi and wj the vertices such that (oo,,v~)eGl ') (ieI), and 
(002,  wj)~G} 2) (jeJ'). 
Let * -Zm2\{O}. A subset H of Z* 2 is called a half-set modulo m2 if Zm2 -- 
Hn( -H)=¢andHw( -H) -  * -Zm2. Putting H= {wj[j~J}, we will show 
that H is a half-set modulo m2. Since X(2){F~02)u G52)] je  J} is a Dudeney 
set in K,~, H does not contain wj and -w j  together for somej. As ]H[ = r2, 
H is a half-set modulo m 2. Noting that w_ i = -w j  from the definition of 
G(25. (jEJ), we obtain the following lemma. 
3.1. LEMMA. {wj[jeJ'}=Z*m2. 
Since IUj~j G~2)I = (rn= + 1)(m2 - 1)/4 and (Uj~j GJ 2)) r~ (Uj~j G~)j) = ~b 
from (2) in (An~), we have IUj~j, G~2)I = (m2+ 1)(m2-1)/2. So we obtain 
the following lemma. 
(2) _ -,7(2) 3.2. LEMMA. Uje,,,, Gj -E .2 \ r  o . 
Now we define 1-factors in K n from 1-factors GI ~, ieI, and G~ 2), je J ' ,  
as follows: 
(1) For i~Iandj~J ' ,  
a.,j~ = {{0% (~,, wj)}} 
~{{(vi, a),(v,,b)}la, b¢oo2, {a,b}~G~ 2 } 
vo { {(a, w,), (b, w,)} ]a, b ¢ c~ I, {a, b} E GI I) } 
w { {(al, a=), (b~, b2)} I a,, b, # oo, (I = 1, 2), {a,, b, } e GI 1), 
{ag, ba}eG52)}. 
(2) For ieI, 
a..o~ = {{oo, (~,, 0)}} 
k_) { {(1)i,a), (vi, b)}Ja, b#o02,  {a,b}~F(o 2)} 
,o { {(al, a2), (b,, b2)} I a,, b, # 0% (l = 1, 2), {al,  b, } ~ a l ' ,  
a2+b2=0 (mod m2) }. 
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(3) For j~  J, 
O o,j  = {{o0, (o, wj)}} 
w {{(a, w:), (b, wj)} la, b• ool, {a, b} eF(o I)} 
k3 { { (a l ,  a2), (bl, b2)} ] at, bz ~ o0l ( l= 1, 2), a 1 + b 1 -- 0 (rood m~), 
{a2, b2} e G~2)}. 
It is trivial that these are 1-factors in Kn and any two of these 1-factors 
have no common edges. 
We can represent hese 1-factors in Kn geometrically. Since F(o'~W GI ~) 
(i ~ I) is a Hamilton cycle in K,~, put 
F(ol) W a l l )=  (O01, Xli•O, X2i, X3i ..... Xnl_ l,i=Vi), 
where xsi ~ V,1 (1 ~< s <~ n 1 - -  1). We note that 
{ o01, Xli} F(g), x i} Cl F(o .... , 
{Xnl_2, i, Xnl_l,i}~F(o 1), {Xnl--l,i, O01} @ GI 1). 
Similarly, since F(o2)W G~ 2) ( j~J ' )  is a Hamilton cycle in K~2, put 
F(o2) u Gj (.2)--- (oo2, yl j  = 0, Y2j, Y3j ..... yn2_l,j = Wj), 
where ytj~ V~2 (1 <~t<<.n2- 1), and note that 
{O02, Ylj} Cg(o 2), {Ylj, Y2j} E G) 2), {Y2j, Y3j} eF(o 2) .... , 
{Yn2--2,j, Yn2-1,j}¢F(o 2), {Yn2--1,j, O02} e a(2)" 
G(~j) (i e/ ,  j E J ' )  is represented in Fig. 1. In the figures each cell represents 
a vertex (~ o0) in K,: a cell (x~i, Ytj) represents a vertex (x,~, Ytj). G(~,o} 
( ieI)  is represented in Fig. 2, where we can take any G! 2) ( jeJ ' ) .  G(o,j} 
( je J )  is represented in Fig. 3, where we can take any G~ ') (ieI). F(o,o) is 
represented in Fig. 4, where we can take any GI ') and G) 2) (ieI, je J ' ) .  
Now we consider the cycle structure of F(o,o)uG{~,j ) ( ieL je J ' )  
(see Figs. 1 and 4). Let C~o be the cycle of F(o,o)w G(~,j) containing the 
vertex o0. Then 
foe = (o0, (0, 0), (x2i , Y2j), (x3i, Y3j) ..... (vi, wj)), 
where the first component is 
(001~ O~ X2i  ~ X3 i ,  ..., Xn l _2 ,  i ,  Div Vi~ Xn l_2 ,  i ,  ...~ X3 i ,  X2 i ,  O~ O, X2i  ~ X3i  ~ ...~ Xn l_2 ,  i~ [)i~ Vi, ......... ~ Ui), 
ml ml ml 
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FIG. 1. G(,../). 
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FIG. 2. G(i,o). 
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FIG. 3. G(0,j). 
and the second component is 
(~2,  0, Yzj, Y3j ..... Yn2- 2j, wj, wj, Y,2- 2,j ..... Y3j, Y2j, 0, 0, Y2i, Y3j ..... Y,2-2j,  wj, wj ........... wj), 
m2 m2 m2 
where we agree that ~- - (~1,  ~2). In the first component, vi appears in 
the kth term, where k is 
rnl + 1, 3ml + 1, 5ml + 1, ...; 
or  
m 1 + 2, 3m 1 + 2, 5m 1 + 2, .... 
In the second component, wj appears in the /th term, where l is 
mz + l, 3m2 + l, 5m2 + l .... ; 
or  
m 2 + 2, 3m 2 + 2, 5m2 + 2, .... 
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Cx~ 
o- - .  0 - - ,  [.-~ 
o,)b i ,  j ~ , ,  
ql q¢"i a¢"o ~" l  
, , ,  q 
.[ 
I • * I ' I • I , 
F1G. 4. F(o,o ).
So (vi, wj) appears first in the (mlm2+ 1)th term in C~ since (m 1, m2)= 1. 
Therefore the length of Coo is mlm 2 + 1, which shows that F(o,o) w G(,,j) is 
a Hamilton cycle. 
For i~I,  Fio.o)wG(i,o ) is the union of one cyle of length ml+ 1 and r 2 
cycles of length 2m 1 (see Figs. 2 and 4). 
For j~ J ,  F(o,o)w G(0,i ) is the union of one cycle of length m2 + 1 and r 1 
cycles of length 2m2 (see Figs. 3 and 4). 
Put 
and 
f#l = {G~i,j) l i~.L j~ J '} ,  
~2= {G~e,o)li~I}, 
~3 = {G~o.j)lj~S}, 
3.3• PROPOSITION. (UGE~¢ G)c~ (Uc~ ( -G) )  =~b. 
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Proof It is trivial that 
for any s and t with 1 ~< s, t ~< 3, s ¢ t. So we need only show that 
for any s, 1 ~< s ~< 3. This is easily obtained from the property (2) of G~)'s 
and G~2)'s, and {v~lieI} and {w~ljeJ} are half-sets modulo ml and m2, 
respectively. | 
3.4. PROPOSITION. S{F(o,o)~GIG~¢ff } contains each 2-path in K, 
exactly once. 
Proof Since [f#l[ =2r l r2,  If#2l =r l ,  and If#3[ =r  2, we have If~l =r .  So 
2;{F(o,o) u G I G e f# } contains at most n(n - 1 )(n - 2)/2 2-paths. Therefore, 
it suffices to show that each 2-path P lies on at(F(0,0)wG) for some t 
(0 ~< t ~< m - 1 ) and G e f~. We consider several cases for P. 
1. P=((a, a2), 00, (a, b2)). Since a2¢b2, (a2,002, b2) is a 2-path in 
K,2. We permute ((a, a2), 00, (a, b2)) by ~r t for some t; then we can get a 
2-path P'= ((a, 0), 00, (a, b'2)) such that (0, 002, b;)eF(o2)U G~ 2) for some 
je J .  (If necessary, consider P as ((a, b2), 00, (a, a2)).) Next, we permute P' 
by a c for some t' to get ((0, 0), o% (0, b;)); then this is in F(o.o) u G(oj). 
Thus P is in ~rC'(F(o,o)w G~0,j)) for some t". 
2. P- -  ((al, a2), 00, (bl, b2)), al ~ ha. We get P' = ((0, 0), 00, (bi, b;)) 
by permuting P by ~r' for some t, such that P' satisfies (0, 001, b])e 
F(oa)uGl 1) for some ieI. (If necessary, consider P as ((bl, b2),00, 
(al, a2)).) If b~ = 0, then P' e F(o,o ) w G(i.o). If b; ¢ 0, then { 002, b; } e G) 2) 
for some je  J '  from Lemma 3.1; therefore P' s F(o,o) u G(i,j). 
3. P = (00, (a, a2), (a, b2)). We get P '=  (00, (0, a2), (0, b2)) by per- 
muting P by ~r t for some t. Since (o0 2, a2, b2) is a 2-path in K,2, we get 
P"=(00 ,  (0, a;), (0, b~)) by permuting P' by ~r t' for some t', such that 
, ~.(2), ,~(2) j~J.  When {002, a~}eF(o 2), P" is in (002, a2, b ; )e -o  ~ j  for some 
,-.(2) p,, is also in F~o,o ) w G~o,j). When { 00 2, a~ } e u ;  , F~o,o) u G~o,j). 
4. P=(00,(al, az),(bl,b2)), a l#b I. As (001,a1,bl) is a 2-path in 
K,~, by permuting P by at for some t, we get P'= (00, (a'l, az), (b'l, b2)) 
such that (00 1, a'l, b]) E F(o 1) ~ G I 1) for some i e L 
(i) When {001,a'l}eF(o ~), then a ]=0,  so P '=(00 , (0 ,  a2), 
• t t ! t (bl, b2)) and {0, b~ } e G~ ~). By permuting P' we get P" = (00, (0, 0), (bl, ba)). 
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If b; = 0, P" is in F(o,o/to G(i.o). If b; v a 0, then {0, b~ } e G) 2) for some j ~ J '  
from Lemma 3.2, which shows that P" is in F(o,o~ to G(i,j~. 
(ii) When {Ool, a]}~Gl 1), then P'=(oo,(vi ,  a2),(-v~,b2)). If 
az=b2, by permuting P' we get P"=(o%(vi ,  O), (-v~, O)), which is 
in F(o,o) voG(~,o). If a2¢b2, by permuting P', we get P"= 
(o% (vi, a'2), ( - vi, - a'2)). Then there exists j e J '  such that { oo 2, a; } ~ G} 2) 
from Lemma 3.1, which shows that P" is in F(o,o )vo G(~,s ).
In the following cases, assume every vertex in a 2-path P is not oo. 
5. P=((a,  az),(a, bz),(a, c2)). By permuting P, we get P '= 
((0, az), (0, b2), (0, c2)). Further by permuting P', we get P"= 
((0, a;), (0, b;), (0, c;)) such that (a~, b;, c;) ~ F(o 2) to G¢ 2/ for some je  J. 
Then P" ~ F(o,o) w G(o,j). 
6. P= ((a, a2), (a, b2), (c, c2)), a¢c .  Since (o01, a, c) is a 2-path in 
Kn~, by permuting P by ~r t for some t, we get P '= ((a', a2), (a', b2), (c', c2)) 
such that (o01, a', c') is in F(o 1) <a GI 1~ for some i~L 
(i) When {o01, a'}eF(o 1), we have a '=0 and P '= 
((0, a2) , (0, b2) , (c', c2) ) with {0, c'} sGI 1). As az~b2, by permuting P', we 
get P" = ((0, a2), (0, -a ; ) ,  (c', 4)). If c~ = a2, then P" is in F(o.o)vo G(i,o). If 
c~=-a~,  then P" is in F(o,o)toG(~.j ~for some j~ J '  from Lemma 3.1. If 
c~ 7La2, -a~,  then P" is in F(o,o)to G(~.j)for some j~ J '  from Lemma 3.2. 
(ii) When {Ool, a '}sGl  1), we have c '=-a '  and P '= 
((a', a2), (a', b2), ( -a ' ,  c2)) with {o01, a'} eGl 1~. By permuting P', we get 
P"= ((a', a;), (a', b;), ( -a ' ,  -b;~)). Note that b; may be 0. It is trivial that 
a'2¢b'2. If a~=-b~,  then P" is in F(o.o)voG(~,o). If a'zva-b'2, then 
{a;, b;} ~r(o 2). So {a;, b;} eG} 2) for some j 6 J '  from Lemma 3.2, which 
shows that P" is in F(o,o)u G(~,s ).
7. P= ((a, a2), (b, b2), (a, c2)), a Cb. By permuting P, we get P '= 
((a', a2), ( -a ' ,  b~), (a', c2)). It is trivial that a2 ¢ c2. 
(i) When a2, bz, c2 are all different, by permuting P' we get P"= 
' a' ' ~(~), ~(2) for somej~J .  ((a', a;), ( -a ' ,  b=), (a', c;)) such that ( ~, b=, c ; )e_  o ~
Then P" is in F(o,o )~o G(o,~). 
(ii) When a2=b2, we have P '= ((a', a~), ( -a ' ,  a2), (a', Ca)). By 
permuting P', we get P"=((a ' ,a ; ) ,  ( -a ' ,a~),  (a',e;)) such that 
(002, a'2, c'~)er(oZ)to G52) for some je J .  If {002, a~} e F(o~); then a~=0 and 
P" is in F(o.o) vo G(o,~). If {oo2, a'2}eG~ 2), then P" is also in F(o.o)Va G(o,~). 
(iii) When b2= c2, Consider P as ((a, c2), (b, b2), (a, a2)); then 
continue as in (ii). 
8. P=( (a l ,a2) ,  (bl,b2), (cl,c2)), al,b~,c~ are all different. By 
permuting P, we get P'=((a'~,a2), (-a'~,b2), (c'~,c2)) such that 
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(a' l , -a ' i ,c;)~F(ol)wGl u for some i~L (If necessary consider P as 
((Ca, ¢2), (b , ,  b2), (al, a2)).) By permuting P', we get P"= ((a'a, a~), 
(-a'a, -a'2), (c',, c'2)). 
If c~ # a~, - a~, then { - a~, c~ } ~ Gs(.2) for some j e J '  from Lemma 3.2, 
and P" is in Fm, o)wG(~,j ). If c'2=a'2, then P" is in F(o,o)wG(~,o ). If 
c~ = -a~ #0, then {°o2, c~} ~ GJ 2) for somej~ J '  from Lemma 3.1; then P" 
is in Fro, o/w G(i,s). If c~ = -a~ = 0, then P" = ((a'i, 0), ( -a' l ,  0), (c'1, 0)), 
which is in Fro,0)w Gu, o). 
This completes the proof of the proposition. | 
4. EXCHANGING EDGES 
We explain what we mean by exchanging edges between two 1-factors. 
Let H a and H2 be 1-factors in /(7, such that H, w H 2 is not a Hamilton 
cycle. Suppose H a u H 2 has cycle structure 
H, w H 2 = C 1 kA C 2 U C 3 k..) ' ' '  k..) Co~ ,
and let C be the union of a proper subset of {C1, C2, C3, ..., Ca}, that is, 
C is the union of some of the cycles of H1 w H 2. We exchange dges of H a 
and/ /2  via C to obtain the two new 1-factors H'a and H~: 
H] = (H 1 \C) k3 (H2 (~ C); 
and 
H'2 = (H2\C) w (H 1 c~ C). 
For any i~ I  and j~ J', G(i,o)u Gu.j) is not a Hamilton cycle (see Figs. 1 
and 2). The cycle structure of G(~,o) w Gu, j) is 
G(i,0 ) k3 G( i , j  ) = C a k.) C 2 k..) • • • k_) Cr l  k_) Cr l  + 1, 
where {(0, 0),  (x2 i  , 0)}  E C1,  {(x31 , 0),  (x4 i  , 0 ) )  ~ C2 , . . .  , { (Xn l_3 ,  i, 0),  
(x,,_2,i, 0)}~Cr,, {(vi, O) ,~}~Cr,+~; and [V(C,)[=2m2 (l~<t~<ra), 
[V(Cn+l) [ =m2+ l. Let k be any integer with 1 <~k<<.ma- 1. If k is odd, 
put 
Ck = Cr  I + 1 u Cr l  k-) Cr l  _ 1 k.) • • . t.) C r  I _ (k 3)/2" 
If k is even, put 
C k = C 1 k_) C 2 k.) . . .  k_) Ck /2 .  
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We exchange edges between Gu, o) and G(g,/) via Ck to obtain the two 
1-factors 
and 
G (i,o)(i,s)( k ) = ( G u, o) \ C~ ) u (G(i,/) ~ Ck); 
B G(i,j)(i,o)(k ) - ( G (i,/) \ C/¢) w ( G (i,o) n Cx). 
Note that k is the number of columns in which edges are exchanged. For 
example, if k is odd then the 1-factor G(+,o)u,/)(k) is represented in Fig. 5. 
Consider the cycle structure of F(o,o )w G(i,o)(+,/)(k). 
(i) The case k is odd. Vertices (Xnl-k,i, 0) and (vi, wg) are contained 
in the cycle of F(o,o) w Gu, o)u,s)(k ) containing 0% so there is the path from 
(xnl-k,+, 0) to (v+, w/). Restrict F(o,o )u G(+,o)(i,/)(k) on the right rectangle R 
of size kxm2 and add edges {(Xnl_k, i, Yzj), (X, l -k, i ,  Y3/)}, {(xnl-k,i, Yaj), 
0 
~/2j 
~/3j 
Z, n l - ' k j  ( 
i ,  o ' . t 2~ ¢ ' i  . . 
. .  ~( . ,  e , j  , .  t 
e ,  , o, 2b  , , o  , ",~ , 
, "] . 
~j  
, 
..... . .  , , ~  . .  o ,  
¢"o  . .  4 (~,  o - -0  . .  o - -4  
FIG. 5. Gu, o)(i,/)(k ) (k: odd). 
Ib 
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(XnI-k,i, vsj)>, -., ((Xnl-!xk,i, ~~~-2,j), (x,,-k,i, wj)>. Assume (k mJ=l and 
consider the path P from (x,,--,~, 0) to (vi, wi). It’s first component is 
(-G-/w XII--k+1,i, ‘.‘> xnI-2,ir via Vi> xx,-2,,, . ..> x,I--k+,,i, --G-k,,, 
- 
k k 
x nl-k,i, x*,-k+l,ii .“) x,, -*,(, vi, vi, . . . . . . ...) Vi)> 
V 
k 
and the second component is 
The vertex (vi, wi) appears first in the km,th term in P since (k, m2) = 1. So 
P goes through each cell in R exactly once. For any even integer s with 
2 ,< s Q n2 - 2, substitute the path 
((Xnl--k,i, Ysjh CX*I--k--l,i2 Ys+l,jh tXnt-k-2,i, Y3jh CXrz-k-3,i, Ys+l,jh ...9 
Cx3i, Ysjh CxZi3 Ys+ l,jh Co2 Vsjh to, Ys+ 1, jh tx2i, Ysjh Cx3i3 Ys+ 1, jh -v 
CXn1-k-3,i, Ysjh CXn~-k-2,iY Ys+l,j)v (Xn~-k-l,i9 Ysj), tXn,-k,i3 Ys+l,j)) 
for the edge {(-G-W v,j), (xn1-k,i9 Y~+I,~ )}; then we can see that the cycle 
of J’wq u G,,o,,i,j,(k) containing co is of length mlm2 + 1, which shows it 
is a Hamilton cycle. 
(ii) The case k is even. Restrict F(,,,, u G,i,,,C,j,(k) on the left rec- 
tangle L of size k x m, and add edges {(x,~, yZj), (xki, v,~)}, {(xki, ydj), 
(xki, y,,)], . . . . {(xki, yn,-2,j), (xki, Wj)}. Assume (k, m2) = 1 and consider 
the path Q from (0,O) to (xki, 0). Its first component is 
(0, X2ii xx> . . . . Xk- ,,tr Xki, Xki, XL ‘,L, . . . . xxi, x2, 0, 0, xzi, x3,, . . . . xk-l,L, X&, Xkj, . . . . . . . . . . Xki), 
k k k 
and the second component is 
(O3 YZ,, Y3,, .,., Yn*-Z,j, w~, wj2 Y,,-&,, ...> Y3/, .Y2,, 0, 0, Yzi, Y3,, ..., Y,,-&,, Wj, Wj, .,,...,..a 0). 
The vertex (xki, 0) appears first in the km,th term Q since (k, m2) = 1. 
So Q goes through each cell in L exactly once. For any even integer s with 
2 Q s d n2 - 2, substitute the path 
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((x~, ysj), (xk+l,i, Ys+ w), (xk+2,~, ysj), (xk+3,i, ys+l,j),-.-, 
(x~l-3.i, Ys+l,j), (Xnt 2,i, Ysj), (vi, Ys+I,j), 
(v~, y~j), (x~l_~,~, ys+~,j), (x~ ~,,, y,j) .... , 
(Xk + 3,i, Ysj), (Xk + 2, i, Ys+ 1,j), (Xk + 1,i, Ysj), (Xki' Ys+ 1,j)) 
for the edge {(xke, y~j), (x~, Y,+I,j)}; then we can see that the cycle of 
F(o,o) w G(e,o)(~,j)(k) containing ~ is of length mlm2 + 1, which shows it is 
a Hamilton cycle. 
Similarly, F(o,o ~ w G(~,j)(~.o)(k) is a Hamilton cycle if (m~ -k ,  m2) = 1. 
Therefore we obtain the following lemma. 
4.1. LEMMA. Let i~L j~ J 'and l<~k<~m~- l .  
(1) I f  (k, m2)= 1, then F~o,o)w G(i,o)(i,j)(k) is a Hamilton cycle. 
(2) I f  (m~ -- k, m2) = 1, then F(o,o) w G(i,j)(~,o)(k) is a Hamilton cycle. 
Next, for any je J  and ie I ,  G¢o,j)uG(~,j)is not a Hamilton cycle (see 
Figs. 1 and 3). The cycle structure of G(o,j)w G~,j)is 
G(o,j ) k_) G(i,j ) = D 1 kd D2 u ... u Dr2 kJ Dr2 + 1, 
where {(0, 0), (0, y2j)}eDx, {(0, Y3j), (0, y4fl}eD 2 ..... {(0, Y.z-3,j), 
(0, yn2_2,j)}eDr2, {(0, wj),oo}~Dr2+,; and IV(Do) I=m2q-1, IV(D,) I= 
2mz (1 <.t<.r~). Let k' be any integer with 1 <~k'<~m2- 1.I fk '  is odd, put 
Dk'=Drt+~wD~2wD~ z 1~ "'" k-)Dr2_(k,_3)/2. 
If k' is even, put 
D~,= DI  w D2w ""  u D,,/2. 
We exchange dges between G(o.j ) and G(~,~ via D,, to obtain the two 
1-factors: 
G(o,~)(i,j)(k') = (G(o,~) \D~,) w (G(i,j~ ~ De,); 
and 
Note that k' is the number of rows in which edges are exchanged. By 
an argument similar to the proof of the previous lemma, we obtain the 
following. 
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4.2. LEMMA. Let j ~ J, i ~ L and 1 <~ k' <~ m2 - 1. 
(1) I f  (k', ml) = 1, then F(o,o ) u G(o,j)<j)(k' ) is a Hamilton cycle. 
(2) I f  (m2-  k,  ml )= 1, then F(o,o) w G(~,j)(o,j)(k ) is a Hamilton cycle. 
5. RECURSIVE CONSTRUCTION OF A DUDENEY SET 
Let ml and m 2 be odd integers with (m~,m2)= 1 and m1,m2~>3. 
We denote by Cm~,m2 the following conditions on m~, m2: 
(1) There exists an integer k~ (1 ~<k~ <ml - 1) such that (kl, m2) = 
(m 1 - -k l ,  m2) = 1, and 
(2) there exists an integer k2 (1 <~kz<~m 2- 1) such that (k2, ml )= 
(m2 -k2 ,  ml)  = 1. 
5.1. THEOREM. Let n be an even integer >~ 4, and n = m + 1. Assume m is 
not a prime power. Let m =mlm2 with (m~, m2) = 1 and ml,  m2 >1 3. Put 
nl = ml + 1 and n 2 = m2 + 1. I f  K,I and K~2 satisfy the properties (A,I) and 
(A,~), respectively, and ma, m2 satisfies the condition Cm, m2, then K,  
satisfies the property (An). 
Proof Let kl and k2 be integers atisfying (1) and (2) of the condition 
Cml,m2, respectively. For G(i,o) Ef¢2, we exchange dges between G(i,o) and 
G(i, r2)(i,o)(kl). For G(o,j)~ ~3, we G(~,-r2) via C< to get G(i,o)(~_r2)(k~) and * 
exchange edges between G(o,j) and Go,j) via Dk2 to get G(o,j)o,j)(k2) and 
G(l,j)(o,j)(k2). Put 
' G*  I}  u ~1 = ( (i, rz)(i,o)(kl)[ i t  {G~l,j)(o,j)(k2)lj6J } 
w (f~l\{G(i , - rz)[ i~I}\{G(1, j ) [ j~J}),  
~i = {G(i,o)(~, r2)(kl)lie I}, 
(¢; = {G(o,j~(~,j~(k2)ljs J},  
and 
~¢' = ~9'1 u ~i  v (¢;. 
From Lemmata 4.1 and 4.2, F(o,o) u G is a Hamilton cycle for any G ~ f~'. 
Since if' is obtained by exchanging edges in f¢, we have U6~G= 
U c~9, G. So the set of all 2-paths belonging to {F(o,o)w G[G ef¢} is the 
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same as the set of all 2-paths belonging to {F(o,o)u GIG e f#' }. Hence, from 
Proposition 3.4, 
S{F(o.0/u G[ G 6 (#'} 
is a Dudeney set in K,. 
From [_) G ~ ~ G = [J ~ ~ ~, G and Proposition 3.3, we have 
Therefore K, satisfies the property (An). | 
5.2. THEOREM. For any even integer n >1 4, Kn satisfies the property (An). 
_ e l  e2 es  Proof Put n=m+ t, so m is an odd integer. Put m-p lp2  ""Ps ,  
where Pi is an odd prime and ei is a natural number (1 ~<i~<s). We will 
prove the theorem by induction on s. 
When s = 1, the theorem holds from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
Assume s>~2. Without loss of generality, let Pl <p2< . - -<ps .  Put 
ml=P~ 1, m2=P~z2""P~/. Kmt+l satisfies (Am1+1) from Theorems 2.1 and 
2.2. Km2+~ satisfies (Am2+l)  from the hypothesis of the induction. From 
Theorem 5.1, we need only show ml, m2 satisfies the condition Cm,,,,2. 
(1) Put k~=pel'-~; then ml-k~=(p~- l )pe l  1-1. It is trivial that 
(kl, m2) = 1. We obtain (m~ -k l ,  m2) = 1 by minimality ofp~. 
pe2- 1 e3 es (2) (i) When (P~,P2-- 1)= 1, put k2 = 2 P3 " "Ps '  Then 
m2 kz=(P2 1) e2 1 e3 es 
- -  -- P2 P3 " "P , "  So we obtain (k2, ml )=(m2-k2 ,  ml) 
=1. (ii) When (p~,p2-1)#l ,  then (p~,p2-2)=l .  Put k2= 
e2 1 e3 . es .  2P2 P3 " 'Ps,  then m2-k2= (P2 2) p~2-~p~33...pes. We obtain 
(k2, ml) = (m2 - k2, ml) = 1. This completes the proof. | 
Therefore, noting that K 2 trivially has a Dudeney set, we obtain 
Theorem 1.1. 
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